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Hi there! 



How are you doing?



Several years ago…
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people?
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Physiological Needs Questions

● What are the opportunities to make our transactional communications better?

● Are there points when we get a lot of customer questions in support that can be 

handled proactively with our messages?

● How can we make the basics like pricing and services easier to understand?

● Can we open up more channels to make communicating over critical services easier?
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Source: Uber Engineering Blog

https://eng.uber.com/uber-beacon-bluetooth-mobile-app/


Safety Needs Questions

● Are there points of anxiety for our customers that have gone unaddressed, maybe even 

ones they aren’t consciously considering?

● How can we reassure our customers about a topic/service/product that is important to 

them?
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Love and Belonging Needs Questions

● How can our communications build a feeling of community?

● How can we elevate the voices of our customers?
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Esteem Needs Questions

● How can we celebrate our customers’ critical milestones?

● How can we encourage customers along the way?

● How can we use customer data in ways that not only sells, but is helpful or 

entertaining?
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Self-Actualization Questions

● How can we help our customers become their best selves?

● How can our brand help our customers beyond selling them products?



Priority - Focus on the neglected ends 
(lower levels first!)
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Basic needs



Thanks and be well!
(and a special thanks to Jordie Van Rijn and Really Good Emails 🤩)


